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Abstract

We propose a sender-driven system for adaptive streaming from multiple servers to a single receiver over separate network
paths. The servers employ information in receiver feedbacks to estimate the available bandwidth on the paths and then compute
appropriate transmission schedules for streaming media packets to the receiver based on the bandwidth estimates. An optimization
framework is proposed that enables the senders to compute their transmission schedules in a distributed way, and yet to dynamically
coordinate them over time such that the resulting video quality at the receiver is maximized. To reduce the computational complexity
of the optimization framework an alternative technique based on packet classification is proposed. The substantial reduction in
online complexity due to the resulting packet partitioningmakes the technique suitable for practical implementations of adaptive
and efficient distributed streaming systems. Simulations with internet network traces demonstrate that the proposed solution adapts
effectively to bandwidth variations and packet loss. They show that the proposed streaming framework provides superior performance
over a conventional distortion-agnostic scheme that performs proportional packet scheduling on the network paths according to their
respective bandwidth values.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Collaborative streaming has drawn considerable attentionin recent years. One of the scenarios that fall into this category is
distributed streaming, where multiple senders transmit packets over separate network paths to a single receiver. Thissetting can be
encountered for example in Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), where multiple streaming or edge servers may stream multimedia
data to a single client, or in peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay networks, where a client may have access to the same multimedia data
at multiple peers in the network. A related concept is the Digital Fountain model [1] where the system tries to minimize the
download time of a file at a client by connecting to multiple mirror server sites.

The possibility to receive the same data over multiple pathsincreases the resilience of the media presentation to network
outages or congestion onsets. These may occur on some of the paths and thereby may prevent the timely delivery of the data units
sent exclusively over those individual paths. Furthermore, if the network paths exhibit good transmission quality it may be still
desirable to spread the transmissions of the media data overmultiple paths, i.e., to send different data units over different paths, in
order to reduce the start-up delay of the client applicationand to ensure smooth and continuous play-out. The adaptive streaming
session can be controlled either by the receivers, or by the senders. The latter solution provides several advantages interms of
media optimization, since the relative importance of the media packets can be known at the servers. In addition, the deployment
of practical solutions is facilitated in this case since themanagement of overall network resources becomes easier, and the clients
do not require any complex or non-standard functionality toaccess the streaming application.

We propose in this paper a distributed sender-driven streaming solution where servers collaboratively adapt to the network
status in order to provide the media client with a superior video quality. Instead of computing transmission schedules for every
sender as in receiver-driven approaches, the client only monitors incoming packets and sends back information about the network
availability. This information is distributed to all the servers, such that they can coordinate the delivery of the media stream, and
avoid wasting bandwidth resources. Bandwidth estimates are then used in conjunction with a rate-distortion optimization frame-
work to compute appropriate transmission actions at each sender. In essence, this framework enables the senders, basedon the
feedback information from the client, to compute independently, yet in a coordinated fashion, what their respective transmission
policies should be, given the available bandwidth on each network path. In order to maximize the resulting video qualityat the
receiver, each sender takes into account the relative distortion importance of every video packet when computing its transmission
policy.

The computational load imposed by the global optimization framework, however, increases with the number of servers, which
may be prohibitive in practical scenarios. Therefore, we propose an alternative algorithm based on a priori packet classification.
The technique achieves similar performance with a dramatically reduced complexity, thereby providing an interestingsolution for
practical and scalable implementations of adaptive and efficient distributed streaming systems. Simulation results on real internet
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traces demonstrate the superiority of the proposed rate-distortion optimized system compared to distortion-agnostic streaming
solutions.

To the best of our knowledge, the earliest work that studied the problem of transmission coordination among the multiple
senders in distributed streaming is [2]. In this work, the authors propose an algorithm that is run at the client and that performs
rate allocation and packet partitioning among the senders.Based on this information the servers then adjust their sending rates
in order to meet constraints from the network, whose aggregated bandwidth still allows to transmit the complete media stream.
In a follow-up work, the authors combined the previously proposed algorithm with forward error correction for improvederror
resilience to burst packet loss [3]. Similarly, the works in[4, 5] consider receiver-driven control protocols that synchronize the
senders’ transmissions in a rate-distortion optimized way. For improved error-resilience, Multiple Description Coding (MDC) is
employed at each sender to pre-encode (prior to transmission) a progressively encoded media content that is streamed afterwards
to the client. Another related work is [6], where a rate-distortion optimization framework is proposed for packet scheduling in
receiver-driven distributed video streaming. The paper establishes that the gains in performance due to server (path)diversity,
relative to a single server (path) case, are dependent on thequality of the network paths in terms of packet loss and delay. Finally,
the works in [7, 8] examine the performance of an MDC scheme for distributed video streaming in CDNs. The authors report a
20-40% reduction in client video distortion, for the considered network conditions and topologies, relative to conventional CDNs
that do not employ multiple description encoded video streams.

Differently from the prior work, we propose in this paper an optimization framework for sender-driven streaming, where
multiple servers synchronize their transmission schedules for sending parts of a standard (single description) videostream under
bandwidth and delay constraints. Each server selects the media packets that have to be transmitted in priority and determines the
corresponding scheduling strategy in order to minimize thedistortion at the receiver. The assistance from the receiver is limited to
feedback necessary for bandwidth estimation, which is certainly required for the design of efficient adaptive streaming strategies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the distributed streaming system, and formulate
the rate-distortion optimization problem when servers collaborate to minimize the distortion at the client. Section III describes
the media and network models, and the methodology that is used for computing the rate-distortion optimal packet scheduling
strategy. A low-complexity solution is later proposed in Section IV, where a priori source pruning and packet classification
allow to dramatically reduce the computational complexityrelative to the original optimization framework. Finally,in Section V,
simulation experiments on synthetic and realistic networktraces show that both algorithms outperform a conventionaldistortion-
agnostic system, which performs packet scheduling based only on the available bandwidth.

II. SENDER-DRIVEN DISTRIBUTED STREAMING

A. Media Communication Model
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Server
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Fig. 1. Distributed streaming: multiple senders - single receiver.

We consider a streaming system withM senders (servers) transmitting a media presentation onM independent bidirectional
paths to a streaming media client, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The media presentation is available at each server in the formof
a collection of interdependent data units with delivery deadlines. The servers encapsulate media data units into packets and
collaboratively stream (parts of) the media presentation to the streaming client. The client, in turn, monitors incoming packets,
and piggybacks information about the availability of the network paths on acknowledgement packets to all the sending servers.



Based on this information, the servers periodically estimate the bandwidth available on all the paths from the senders to the media
client. At the end of each estimation period∆T the servers therefore know bandwidth estimatesR̃1, . . . , R̃M for every path. This
information is used to adapt the rate-distortion optimizedstreaming strategy to a varying network availability.

Based on bandwidth estimates, the servers then select the media packets to be transmitted along with the proper schedule. A
transmission schedule or policy basically represents the actions performed by the servers on a given data unitl, at each transmission
opportunity. More formally, lett0, t1, . . . , tN−1 be a window ofN transmission opportunities at which the senders can transmit
packets with the data unitl to the streaming client, prior to its delivery deadline (i.e., ti < tDTS,l, ∀0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1). The
transmission policyπl for data unitl then forms a matrix of binary actionsami, for i = 0, . . . , N − 1, andm = 1, . . . , M , where
the row and column indices denote respectively the corresponding sender/path and transmission opportunity at which that action
is undertaken. In other words,ami = 1 signifies the transmission of a packet with the data unitl by the serverm at transmission
opportunityti, andami = 0 signifies the converse. The arrival of a packet with the data unit at the client is immediately
acknowledged to every sender by sending acknowledgement packets in the backward direction on allM paths. Note that sender
m will only send a packet with the data unitl for ami = 1 if no acknowledgement arrives at the sender byti to report the correct
reception of the data unit due to earlier transmissions.

B. Optimization Problem

We are interesting in finding the transmission policy that minimizes the distortion experienced at the client, under constraints
given by the available bandwidth on each network path. Suppose that there areL data units in the multimedia session. Letπl

be the transmission policy for data unitl ∈ {1, . . . , L} and letπ = (π1, . . . , πL) be the vector of transmission policies for allL
data units. Any given policy vectorπ induces for the multimedia session an expected distortionD(π) and a vector of expected
transmission ratesR(π) = [R0(π)R1(π) . . . RM (π)] on the forward channels of the network paths. We thus seek thepolicy
vectorπ that minimizes the expected distortionD(π) such that the expected transmission rate in the forward direction on every
network path does not exceed the available bandwidth, i.e.,

π
∗ = argmin

π
D(π), (1)

s.t.Rm(π) ≤ R̃m , m = 1, . . . , M.

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, we reformulate (1) as an unconstrained optimization problem. That is, we seekthe
policy vectorπ that minimizes the expected LagrangianJ(π) = D(π)+

∑M

m=1 λmRm(π) for some vector of positive Lagrange
multipliersλ = [λ1 λ2 . . . λM ], and thus achieves a point on the lower convex hull of the set of all achievable distortion-rate pairs
(D(π), R(π))1. We solve the rate-distortion optimized distributed streaming problem in the next section, and we later propose a
low complexity solution based on packet classification.

III. R ATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZED DISTRIBUTED STREAMING

A. Media and Network Models

BBase layer

Enhancement layer 2

Enhancement layer 1

I B P B P B P

Data unit l :  B   , ∆d   , t          DTS,lll
Dependency relationship         

Fig. 2. Directed Acyclic Graph: Illustration of data unit interdependencies in a typical scalable media stream (I, P andB resp. represent Intra, Predicted and
Bidirectional predicted frames in MPEG terminology).

1Equivalently, the set of all achievable distortion-rate(D, R1, . . . , RM ) (M+1)-tuples.



We first overview the media and network models that we use to solve the rate-distortion optimized distributed streaming prob-
lem. These models are commonly accepted and have been widelyused recently for the design of optimized streaming solutions.
We limit ourselves to the minimal presentation necessary tounderstand the algorithms proposed in this paper, and referthe reader
to [9, 10] for more details.

In a streaming media system, the encoded data are packetizedinto data unitsand stored in a file on a media server. We consider
here non-scalable as well as layered streams proposed by recent standardization bodies, as opposed to multiple description video
coding that is generally limited to two descriptions, hencetwo streaming servers. All the data units in the presentation have
interdependencies, which can be expressed by a directed acyclic graph, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each node of the graph corresponds
to a data unit, where an edge of the graph directed from data unit l′ to data unitl implies that data unitl′ can be decoded only if
data unitl is first decoded.

Associated with each data unitl is a sizeBl, a decoding timetDTS,l, a set of data unitsN (l)
c and an importance∆d

(l1)
l .

Specifically, the sizeBl is the size of the data unit in bytes.tDTS,l is thedelivery deadlineby which data unitl must arrive at
the client to be usefully decoded. Packets containing data units that arrive after the data units’ delivery deadlines are discarded.
Furthermore,N (l)

c = {1, . . . , l} is the set of data units that the receiver considers for errorconcealment in case data unitl is not

decodable by the receiver on time. Finally,∆d
(l1)
l , for l1 ∈ N

(l)
c , is the reduction in reconstruction error (distortion) forthe media

presentation, when data unitl is not decodable but is concealed with data unitl1 that is received and decoded on time.
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Fig. 3. Framework for distributed streaming with packet erasure channels.

The network is represented as a simple model where the forward and backward directions on the network path between a sender
(server) and the receiver are described as independent time-invariant packet erasure channels with random delay, as represented
in Fig. 3. In general, each of the paths has different characteristics in terms of loss probability or latency. Hence, thepathm (for
m = 1, . . . , M ) is specified with the probabilities of packet lossǫm

F andǫm
B , and the probability densities of the transmission delay

pm
F andpm

B , respectively. This means that if a server sends a packet on the forward channelm at timet, then the packet is lost with
probabilityǫm

F . However, if the packet is not lost, then it arrives at the client at timet′, where the forward trip timeFTT m = t′−t
is randomly drawn according to the probability densitypm

F . Therefore, we letP{FTT m > τ} = ǫm
F + (1 − ǫm

F )
∫ ∞

τ
pm

F (t)dt
denote the probability that a packet transmitted by the server at timet does not arrive at the client application by timet + τ ,
whether it is lost in the network or simply delayed by more than τ . Similar relations can be defined for the backward channel,
which induce a probabilityǫm

R = 1− (1− ǫm
F )(1− ǫm

B ) of losing a packet either on the forward or backward channel,and a round
trip time distributionP{RTT m > τ} = ǫm

R + (1 − ǫm
R )

∫ ∞

τ
pm

R (t)dt, wherepm
R = pm

F ∗ pm
B is the convolution ofpm

F andpm
B .

Note thatP{RTT m > τ} is the probability that the serverm does not receive an acknowledgement packet by timet + τ for a
data packet that has been transmitted at timet.

B. Expected distortion and streaming rate

Now that media and network models have been defined, we can compute the distortionD(π) and the streaming rateR(π)
that results from streaming policyπ, by extending solutions proposed in [9, 10] to the multiple sender case. The expected
transmission rateRm(π) on pathm is the sum of the expected transmission rates on this path foreach data unitl ∈ {1, . . . , L} in
the presentation:

Rm(π) =
∑

l

Blρm(πl), (2)

whereBl is the size of data unitl in bytes andρm(πl) is theexpected costper byte, or the expected number of transmitted bytes
per source byte under policyπl on pathm. The expected distortionD(π) is somewhat more complicated to express, but it can be



expressed in terms of theexpected error, or the probabilityǫ(πl) that data unitl does not arrive at the client on time (under policy
πl). It reads

D(π) = D0 −
∑

l

∑

l1∈N
(l)
c

∆d
(l1)
l

∏

j∈A(l1)

(1 − ǫ(πj)) ×

∏

l2∈C(l,l1)


1 −

∏

l3∈A(l2)\A(l1)

(1 − ǫ(πl3))


 (3)

whereD0 is the expected reconstruction error for the presentation if no data units are received.A(l1) is the set of ancestors of

l1, includingl1. C(l, l1) is the set of data unitsj ∈ N
(l)
c : j > l1 that are not mutual descendants, i.e., forj, k ∈ C(l, l1) : j /∈

D(k), k /∈ D(j), whereD(j) is the set of descendants of data unitj, and “\” denotes the operator “set difference”.
The expected error-cost functions for sender-driven distributed streaming can be derived in extending [10] to a multiple paths

case. Recall thatǫ(πl) is the probability that data unitl is not delivered on time given all the transmission actions in πl. Further-
more, the expected cost on pathm at transmission opportunityti is zero ifami = 0, and otherwise it is equal to the probability
that no acknowledgements arrive at senderm by ti, as a result of previous transmissions of the data unit. Hence, we can write

ǫ(πl) =
∏

j<i, p :

apj=1

P{FTT p > tDTS − tj |FTT p + BTT m > ti − tj} (4)

×
∏

j≥i, p :

apj=1

P{FTT p > tDTS − tj},

ρm(πl) =
∑

j≥i :

amj=1

∏

k<i, p :

apk=1

P{FTT p + BTT m > tj − tk|FTT p + BTT m > ti − tk} (5)

×
∏

i≤k<j, p :

apk=1

P{FTT p + BTT m > tj − tk},

where the conditional probabilities in (4) and (5) can be computed using Bayes’ rule [11] and the fact thatP{x > a, x + y >
b} = P{x > a}, for x, y nonnegative anda > b. To this end, note that the probability densities of the sumsFTT p + BTT m can
be obtained as the convolution of the corresponding densities forFTT p andBTT m.

C. Rate-Distortion optimization

Based on the expressions for expected distortion, and expected streaming rate as a function of the streaming policyπ, we now
have to find the policy vector that minimizes the expected LagrangianJ(π). This is in general difficult since the terms involving
the individual policiesπl in J(π) are not independent. Therefore, we employ an iterative descent algorithm, called Iterative
Sensitivity Adjustment (ISA), in which we minimize the objective functionJ(π1, . . . , πL) one variable at a time while keeping
the other variables constant, until convergence [9, 10]. The appropriate choice of the Lagrange multipliersλm that allow to meet
the bandwidth constraints is then determined as follows. Weinitially selectλm = λ, for m = 1, . . . , M , and someλ > 0. We
repeatedly re-run the ISA optimization algorithm till convergence, while adjusting one of the Lagrange multipliers every time
the optimization algorithm converges. The Lagrange multiplier λm is adjusted using the bisection search technique [12–14] till
either the target rate is achieved or the interval whereinλm can range becomes smaller than a predefined threshold. The procedure
outlined above is repeated until we properly adjust all Lagrange multipliers.

It is the duty of senderm, m = 1, . . . , M , to recompute the optimal policyπ∗
l for data unitl at everyti and then execute

ami from π∗
l . This is done in order to account for acknowledgements received by the senders due to packets carrying other data

units sent prior toti and also to account for prospective bandwidth variations onthe network paths. Clearly, the search for the
optimal transmission policy, as described before, may leadto systems that does not scale very well in practice; indeed,the overall
computational complexity, as well as the computational complexity at each server, increase with the number of senders.This is the
price to pay for having a fully distributed streaming strategy, where the sending servers do not communicate among themselves.
In the subsequent section, we therefore propose a low complexity algorithm based on source pruning and packet classification that
dramatically reduces the computational requirements of the system.

IV. L OW-COMPLEXITY DISTRIBUTED STREAMING

A. Packet Classification based on Source Pruning

In order to reduce the complexity of the rate-distortion optimization problem described in the previous section, we nowdesign
a low-complexity algorithm based on media packet classification. The classification that can be computed offline, is built on a



rate-distortion pruning strategy, which has been proposedin [15] for the design of low-complexity adaptive streamingsystems.
The source pruning strategy defines the set of the most important packets that should be transmitted when the average bit rate is
constrained. It proceeds as follows.

We are interested in finding the vector of packet selection actionsb = (b1, . . . , bL) for the presentation, wherebi = 1 denotes
the action of keeping data uniti in the presentation, whilebi = 0 signifies the converse. The incurred reconstruction error (or
distortion) for the media presentation associated with a particular vectorb is denotedD(b) and can be computed as

D(b) =
L∑

i=1

∆di(Ai(b)) (6)

where the notationAi(b) simply signifies the fact that the choice of a subset fromAi that will be used to reconstruct data unit
i depends on the selection vectorb. Similarly, the associated data rate of the sourceR(b) as a function of the selection vector
can be computed asR(b) =

∑L

i=1 Bibi. We are interested in finding the optimal selection vectorb
∗ that minimizes the resulting

reconstruction error and for which the data rate of the source does not exceed the available resource as given byR∗, i.e.,

b
∗ = argmin D(b), s.t.R(b) ≤ R∗ (7)

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers the solution to theconstrained optimization problem can be replaced with an equivalent
convex hull approximation that is obtained as a solution of the unconstrained optimization problem given as

b
∗ = argmin D(b) + λR(b), (8)

whereλ > 0 is a Lagrange multiplier. The adjustment ofλ according to the rate constraintR∗ is performed in an iterative fashion
using a bisection search technique. Due to interdependencies between media packets, the solution of the optimal policyvector
is again computed by the ISA algorithm that minimizes the LagrangianJ(b) = D(b) + λR(b) one component at a time, until
convergence [9, 10, 15].

The source pruning algorithm leads to a straightforward classification of the media packets as a function of the target streaming
rate. Running the pruning scheme at successive target ratesdirectly results in fine packet classification. The packet partitioning
then simply performs as follows. LetR1, . . . , RK be a sequence ofK monotonically increasing data rates. Packets of a media
stream are classified intoK setsS1, . . . , SK , where the setsSi are obtained by pruning the source at the corresponding ratesRi,
for i = 1, . . . , K. It is important to note that the pruning algorithm typically creates embedded sets2, i.e., for any two setsSi and
Sj such thati < j, it holds thatSi ⊂ Sj . Therefore, a comprehensive pruning of the full stream is not necessary at all target rates,
and the classification can be performed iteratively with a limited complexity.

In essence, the procedure described above outlines the operational rate-quality3 function for the media source, as represented
by its data units. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where for each rate pointRi, there is a companion video quality pointQi, and
where the data units are denoted as packetsPl, for l = 1, . . . , L. The incremental increase in quality and rate that each new

[Q1,R1]

[Q2,R2]

[Qi-1,Ri-1]

[Qi,Ri]

[QN,RN]Q

R

S1

S2 = { P1, P3, …

…, P17, …

….  …, P87 }

Si-1
∆Ri = Ri – Ri-1

∆Qi = Qi – Qi-1

Si

λi

SN

Fig. 4. OperationalR − Q function obtained via packet classification.

setSi provides relative to its predecessorSi−1 can be determined as∆Qi = Qi − Qi−1, ∆Ri = Ri − Ri−1
4. Hence, each

2This is due to the fact that the actual rates associated with the setsSi lie on the convex hull of the operational rate-distortion function for the compressed
packetized media [15].

3In this context, quality is inversely proportional to reconstruction distortion. For example, distortion can represent the MSE of the reconstructed media units,
while quality can then be the PSNR of this quantity.

4It can be safely assumed thatR0 = Q0 = 0.



segmenti of the operationalR − Q function can be characterized with a ”gradient” of the function (on that segment) defined as
λi = ∆Qi/∆Ri. In plain words,λi denotes the per unit rate increase in quality that the segment i adds to the reconstructed video
stream. For more details on the packet pruning algorithm, the reader is referred to the cited reference [15].

B. Streaming via Packet Partitioning

We propose the following algorithm for partitioning the packets of a video stream among theM senders based on the available
bandwidth. Each sender employs the technique proposed above in order to create a priori the subsetsSi for the video stream. A
sufficiently large range of data rates is chosen so that it covers the possible bandwidth fluctuations encountered on the network
paths. Moreover, a sufficiently largeK is chosen so that there is fine (incremental) division of the data rate rangeRK −R1. Note
thatRK should be chosen such that it corresponds to the encoding rate of the source, i.e.,SK contains all the packets from the
video stream.

Now, given the vector of estimated bandwidth values on everypathR̃1, . . . , R̃M the packet partitioning algorithm proceeds as
follows. If there is anm ∈ {1, . . . , M} such that it holds̃Rm ≤ RK , then we are done. The video stream is simply streamed
on any one of the paths for which the above is true5. Otherwise, form = 1, . . . , M each senderm solves for the indexκ(m)
according to

κ(m) = argmax
k

Rk, s.t.Rk ≤
m∑

i=1

R̃i, (9)

and sends to the client the packets from the setSκ(m) \
⋃m−1

i=1 Sκ(i), where “\” denotes the operator “set difference”. In case there
is anm < M for whichκ(m) = K, there is no need to run the algorithm further, i.e., for the rest of the indicesm < j ≤ M . In
other words, we would reach a point where we could send all thepackets from the video stream on the firstm paths. Note that
employing such a procedure for constructing the partitionsof packets sent on each path is possible because of the property that
the setsSi are embedded, as mentioned earlier. We summarize the packetpartitioning algorithm in Figure 5.

GivenR̃1, . . . , R̃M ,
(0) If ∃m ∈ {1, . . . , M}, s.t.R̃m ≤ RK

Send setSK on pathm.
Exit.

(1) Else
Initialize: m = 1, l(0) = 1
while l(m − 1) < K andm ≤ K do

l(m) = argmaxk Rk, s.t.Rk ≤
∑m

i=1 R̃i

[Index assignment]

Send on pathm: Sl(m) \
⋃m−1

i=1 Sl(i)

[Packet partitioning]

m = m + 1
(2) End

Fig. 5. Distributed streaming via packet partitioning.

The algorithm can be generalized in a straightforward manner to the case when the network paths exhibit packet loss in the
forward direction, in addition to the varying bandwidth. Inparticular, letǫm denote the erasure rate of packets sent to the client
on pathm, for m = 1, . . . , M . These quantities can be estimated by the client based on missing sequence numbers of arriving
packets and can be piggybacked periodically to the senders on the corresponding acknowledgements. The modification on the
senders’ part then consists of merely employing the updatedbandwidth estimates̃R1(1 − ǫ1), . . . , R̃M (1 − ǫM ) in the packet
partitioning algorithm.

Note that partitioning the media packets among the senders corresponds to distributing the streaming load among them based
on the available bandwidth on their respective network paths. Hence, the computational complexity of packet scheduling at each
server is bounded by the number of packets in the partition allocated to that server. This is equivalent to partitioning the overall
search space of transmission policies for each server in theoriginal optimization problem presented in Section III. Therefore, a
dramatic reduction of the computational load at each serveris achieved relative to the rate-distortion optimal solution.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Setup

This section examines the performance of the proposed optimization framework for distributed streaming of packetizedvideo
content. The performance of its low-complexity alternative is also investigated. The video content employed in the simulation

5For example, the senders can agree ahead of time on the strategy where the stream is sent on the first (smallest)m for which this condition holds.



experiments are the test video sequences Foreman and Mother& Daughter in QCIF size encoded at 10 fps using an H.264 codec
[16]. Each sequence is encoded with a constant quantizationlevel at an average luminance (Y) PSNR of about 36 dB and a Group
of Pictures (GOP) size of 20 frames, where each GOP consists of an I frame followed by 19 consecutive P frames. Performance
is measured in terms of the average Y-PSNR of the frames of a reconstructed video content at the receiver. Video frames that are
not delivered on time are replaced by the receiver using previous frame error concealment.

We consider the case with two streaming servers (M = 2) that transmit the video content to a client over two independent
network paths. The time interval between transmission opportunities has been set toT = 100 ms. It should be noted that at
every time instanceti at which packet scheduling is performed, a sender considersonly a subset of the media packets for the
presentation. This subset is chosen by employing a sliding window over the whole set of media packets [9], according to the
packets’ delivery deadlines. In essence, the sliding window selects the packets that are most relevant (pressing) to besent given
the current transmission opportunityti.

A simple algorithm is implemented to estimate the transmission bandwidth for the streaming session. The receiving client
monitors the forward-trip time (FTT) of arriving packets and piggybacks this information on returning acknowledgement packets
to all the sending servers. In particular, letFTT k

1 , FTT k
2 , . . . , FTT k

P be the transmission delays experienced by packets received
by the client on pathk and returned to the servers via the corresponding acknowledgements in the last∆T seconds. Then, the most
recent estimate for the bandwidth (data rate) available on pathk is computed by the servers as̃Rk = (1/P )

∑P

j=1(Bj/FTT k
j ).

This is simply the average of theP most recent estimates of the available bandwidth on the pathassociated with the corresponding
received packets, whereBj is the size of packetj in bits (or bytes). The time period employed at the server forbandwidth
estimation has been set to∆T = 1 second, in accordance to the techniques proposed in [17]. Itcan be noted that other bandwidth
estimation methods can be implemented at the server, such asthe one proposed in [17] or inspired from [18, 19], since delays and
loss rate information are made available via receiver feedbacks. We do not expect that the actual bandwidth estimation method
would however change the analysis, and conclusions derivedin this paper.

For comparison purposes, in the simulations we also examinethe performance of a conventional system, denotedBaseline,
which performs proportional packet scheduling based only on the available bandwidth values. In particular, the two senders split
the packets of a video stream in proportion to the bandwidth estimates on the corresponding network paths. Packet dropping
decisions inBaselineare performed randomly without taking into account their specific distortion importance. In other words,
Baselineis distortion-agnostic.

B. Distributed Streaming over the Internet

We simulate the behavior of our distributed streaming system in practical settings, and we consider sending the video content
over network traces of actual packet delays and losses collected in the Internet. The two senders are located on the East Coast,
while the receiving destination is located on the West Coastof the continental USA. We examine the performance of the sending
sources for delivering the media content to the receiving destination over their respective network paths using each ofthe three
scheduling mechanisms considered in our experiments. To collect the network traces packet probes of 50 Bytes were sent in both
directions on each path every 10ms for the duration of two full days in order to sample continuously the network conditions on the
paths. The data rate of the probes (40kbps) represents a small fraction of the access links at the sender and the receiver,thereby
not having an effect on the delay and loss characteristics ofthe paths. For more details on the methodology that was employed to
collect the traces and the related issues, the reader is referred to [20].

In Figure 6, we examine the performance of the scheduling schemes in terms of the Y-PSNR quality computed on the sequence
reconstructed at the decoder. The performances are reported as a function of the playback delay at the receiver, for streaming
the Foreman sequence from two servers. It can be seen that both optimized schemes,RDOptand PackClas, outperform the
conventional systemBaselinewith a significant margin when the playback delay is small. This is due to the fact thatRDOptand
PackClascan take advantage of the different importance of the media packets when scheduling their transmissions. In particular,
by sending the more important packets first and ahead of time,these schemes increase the likelihood of successful delivery of
the corresponding data units to the receiving client. This in turn reduces the reconstruction distortion for the media presentation
that the client would observe on the average. On the other hand, as the baseline scheme does not have the knowledge of packet
importance, it schedules every packet equally, which in turn results in higher average distortion for the reconstructed stream.

It should be mentioned that the lower end of playback delays considered here are sufficiently small (relative to the packet delays
experienced on the network paths) to effectively prohibit packet retransmissions. Retransmissions would certainly improve the
performance of all three scheduling mechanisms, and especially of the conventional technique. This is evident from Figure 6 for
the higher end of playback delay values, when the performances of the three schemes converge. Finally, note that the difference in
performance betweenRDOptandPackClasis non-negligible, as shown in Figure 6. This is due to the fact thatRDOpt, contrarily
to PackClas, can schedule transmissions of the same packet, in case of high importance, from both senders, which increases the
likelihood of its delivery.

We observed similar relative performance between the threesystems in the case of Mother & Daughter. As seen from Figure 7,
RDOptandPackClasagain provide substantially improved performance over thebaseline scheme for the lower range of playback
delays. The performance difference between the three schemes then reduces as the playback delay is increased, which is expected,
as argued earlier for the case of the Foreman sequence. Finally, it should be mentioned that the performance differencesbetween
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Fig. 6. Distortion performance for streaming Foreman over network traces as a function of play-out delay.

the three systems exhibited in Figure 7 are somewhat smallerrelative to the corresponding ones for the Foreman sequence. This
is due to the fact that error concealment works more effectively in the case of Mother & Daughter due to the slow-moving nature
of this video content. This in turn renders the presence of certain video packets less crucial for the reconstruction quality of the
video presentation, thereby reducing the effects of the relative differences in packet delivery that each of the scheduling schemes
may contribute to.

C. Performance analysis

Here, we examine in greater detail the performance of the proposed system with a particular emphasis on its adaptivity to
bandwidth variations and packet loss. We choose a simple network model in order to facilitate the analysis, where the network
bandwidth in the forward direction on each path is randomly varying between a lower and an upper bound. The random fluc-
tuations of the available bandwidth occur every two seconds. The characterization of the bandwidth variations that we employ
here has been chosen to match typical bandwidth variations observed in the Internet. At the same time, we do not expect that the
performance of the distributed streaming system is highly sensitive to short time variations of the available bandwidth, as long as
the play-out delay of the client application allows for buffering delays on the order of the time needed for accurate bandwidth esti-
mation. The playback delay of the client application is set to one second, which is a small values for practical streamingsystems.
It moreover corresponds to the time period∆T that is used for bandwidth estimation. In our simple networkmodel, the packet
delay densities are assumed to be exponential functions andare inherently tied to the available bandwidth on the network paths.
In particular, from the M/M/1 model [21] that is frequently used to model network queues, we know that the mean of the corre-
sponding exponential distribution for the network delay experienced by a packet isµ = PackSize/BW , wherePackSize = 500
bytes is the average packet size used in our simulations, andBW is the available bandwidth. The range in which the available
bandwidth is randomly varying is given as[BWmin, BWmin + 20] for one of the paths, and[BWmin + 20, BWmin + 40] for the
other network path, whereBWmin is measured in kbps. Hence, the paths are asymmetric in termsof available bandwidth and the
backward channel that is used only for acknowledgments packets is considered to offer sufficient bandwidth in all cases.

1) Bandwidth adaptation:We first analyze the behavior of the distributed streaming system when it faces frequent variations
of the available bandwidth. In particular, the packet loss rates on the network paths are assumed to be zero (i.e.,ǫF = ǫB = 0),
and we study how the framework performs in adjusting the streaming rate of the video content to the bandwidth variations of
the underlying network. In the simulations, we changeBWmin across a certain range, and for each of its values we record the
corresponding Y-PSNR performances of the rate-distortionoptimal system, henceforth denotedRDOpt, of the low-complexity
technique from Section IV, henceforth denotedPackClas, and of the conventional systemBaseline.

In Figure 8, we show the performances of the three systems under investigation for streaming the Foreman sequence, as a
function of the minimum transmission bandwidth available on both paths during a session, i.e.,2 ∗ BWmin + 20. It can be seen
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from the figure thatRDOptprovides an improved performance over the baseline system almost over the whole range of values
considered for the minimum overall bandwidth that is available. The gains in performance are especially significant in the lower
half of the bandwidth range. For example, at 60 kbps minimum overall bandwidth there is a difference of 4.5 dB in performance
between the two systems. The improvement is due to the fact that the optimized system takes into account the distortion importance
of the individual packets while adapting the video stream tothe available bandwidth. In particular, by selecting the most important
packets for transmission for the given available data rate on each path,RDOptensures the best possible reconstruction quality of
the video presentation at the receiver. On the other hand,Baselineperforms bandwidth adaptation without treating the various
packets preferentially, as it is distortion-agnostic. Therefore, some more important packets may be dropped at the expense of
others, less important ones, which would ultimately lead toa degradation in video quality at the client.

The low-complexity technique also outperforms the baseline system, as shown in Figure 8. This is quite encouraging, as both
systems only induce a small online complexity. The improvedperformance ofPackClasis due to the fact that the packet partitions
from which the senders stream the video data are selected based on the subsets of packetsSi. These in turn are selected such that
they correspond to the maximum possible video quality for the corresponding available data rates, as explained in Section IV.
It should be noted though that the low-complexity techniqueprovides a somewhat degraded performance relative to the global
optimization framework. The difference in performance between the two systems reaches up to 1-1.2 dB in the lower end of data
rates.This is anticipated, as in the former system streaming is performed based on the packet subsetsSi that are selected ahead
of time. Therefore, they provide less flexibility in terms ofadapting to dynamic bandwidth variations relative to the optimization
framework, in which at every instance a sender has access to all the packets from a video stream when making transmission
decisions. This is the necessary price that systems likePackClaspay in order to reduce their online complexity by having
pre-defined sets of packets to choose from when streaming.The number of packet sets is finite, and therefore fine adaptation to
bandwidth variations is constrained by the granularity of theK target rates[R1, R2, ..., RK ] used for the packet partitioning.

Finally, it can be seen from Figure 8 that all three systems perform alike for sufficiently large minimum overall bandwidth.
This is expected here since there is sufficient bandwidth available throughout the session to ensure timely delivery of all packets
to the receiver in the case of each system. In other words, no packet needs to be dropped anymore due to a mismatch between the
network bandwidth variations and the dynamically varying source encoding rate.

Similar relative performances for the three systems are observed for streaming Mother & Daughter, as shown in Figure 9. It
can be seen that again bothRDOptandPackClassoutperformBaselinealmost over the whole range of bandwidth values under
consideration, with gains reaching up to 6-8 dB in the lower half of the bandwidth range. Similarly, there is a performance gap
betweenRDOptandPackClass, which is due to the reason explained earlier. Finally, whenthe overall available bandwidth reaches
a value at which no bandwidth adaptation is needed throughout the session, all three systems perform identically, as illustrated by
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Fig. 8. Rate-distortion performance for bandwidth adaptation of Foreman.

their performances for 80 kbps minimum overall bandwidth.
2) Adaptation to bandwidth and packet loss:Next, we examine the performance ofRDOpt, PackClas, andBaselinewhen

adapting to both bandwidth variations and random packet loss. In particular, in addition to dynamic bandwidth variations the
communication channels also exhibit random packet erasures. Therefore, packets will be lost during transmission and astreaming
system needs to decide then whether it would retransmit packets or send new packets. This trade-off is necessitated by the fact
that the available bandwidth is insufficient to support sending all the packets together, including the (re)transmissions. Note that
the target rates used for the packet classification inPackClasare adapted to match the effective bandwidth on the streaming paths
(see Section IV-B), in order to take the loss process into account. In the new set of simulations, we measure the performances of
the three systems as a function of the available data rate, but now in the presence of packet loss. Specifically, we examinepacket
loss rates (ǫF ) of 5% and 10% on the forward channels from the senders to the receiver.

In Figure 10, we show the performances of the three distributed streaming systems for transmitting the Foreman sequenceon
lossy channels. First, it can be seen that all of them exhibita degraded performance relative to the corresponding results shown
in Figure 8, where only bandwidth adaptation is performed. This is expected since each of the streaming systems has to take into
account retransmissions of lost packets, in addition to discarding packets due to bandwidth variations. Therefore, higher data rates
on the communication channels are needed to achieve the sameY-PSNR performance relative to the case of bandwidth adaptation
only. Second, it can also be seen that the performances ofRDOpt, PackClas, andBaselinedegrade with increasing the packet
loss rate. For example, forǫF = 5%, all three systems exhibit a Y-PSNR performance within the 33-34 dB range when the total
available data rate on the channels is 140 kbps. However, that performance reduces to being in the range of 30-32 dB for thesame
data rate at packet loss rate of 10%. Such a performance behavior across the three systems is also expected, as increasingthe loss
rate reduces the number of packets that can be delivered on time to the receiver, given a fixed play-out delay.

The two optimized systemsRDOptandPackClasprovide the most significant gains overBaselinein the lower end of data rates
under consideration, especially forǫF = 5%, as seen from Figure 10 (left). This is expected as these systems can trade off the
importance of each packet for the effective data rate, whilethe conventional system is distortion agnostic. However, as the packet
loss rate is increasedRDOptandPackClascannot take a lot of advantage of their knowledge of the packets’ distortion importance.
Even though packets are prioritized in terms of transmission, they become more likely to be lost and there is not enough data rate
to perform loss recovery by retransmission. On the other hand, when there is sufficient data rate available on the channels, all
three systems can deal effectively with packet losses by retransmission, as illustrated by their similar performance in the upper
end of the data rate range. Note that againRDOptoutperformsPackClasover all data rates and packet loss rates considered, as
shown in Figure 8.RDOptachieves that by taking advantage of the fact that it considers for transmission the complete set of video
packets, all of the time. This in turn allows for more efficient dynamic adaption, as explained before.

In Figure 11 we show the corresponding performances ofRDOpt, PackClas, andBaselinefor streaming the ’Mother & Daugh-
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Fig. 9. Rate-distortion performance for bandwidth adaptation of Mother & Daughter.

ter’ sequence. It can be seen that the relative performancesof the three systems across the different data rates and packet loss rates
under consideration exhibit a similar behavior to those forthe case of the Foreman sequence. In particular, the optimized systems
outperform more significantly the conventional system in the lower end of data rates and especially for lower packet lossrates.
As the packet loss rate increases the performances of the three systems degrade significantly and therefore become more alike. In
the same spirit, as the available data rate is sufficiently large, the three systems perform alike again. In this case, there is enough
bandwidth to recover (almost completely) from packet losses by retransmissions, as shown in Figure 11.

3) Bandwidth estimation performance:Finally, we examine the performance of the simple algorithmdescribed earlier for
estimating the available bandwidth on a network path. In Figure 12 (left), we show the bandwidth evolution over time on one of
the network paths when streaming Foreman. The solid line denotes the actual bandwidth values, while the dashed line represents
its estimate obtained using the proposed algorithm. It can be seen from Figure 12 (left) that the estimated values track quite
well the dynamic variations of the actual bandwidth on the path, especially given the fact that random bandwidth changesare
initiated frequently (every two seconds) relative to the bandwidth estimation period (every one second). Notable discrepancies
between the actual and the estimated values occur only when there is a substantial sudden reduction in the available bandwidth, as
illustrated at a few points in the bandwidth trace shown in Figure 12 (left) (for example around Time equal to 18s and 60s onthe
x-axis). This is expected, as the procedure for estimating the available bandwidth is causal, i.e., it is based on previously received
acknowledgement packets within a time period. Therefore, when the available network bandwidth suddenly and substantially
drops there are not so many acknowledgement packets received within the next time period that can be used for accurate bandwidth
estimation.

In order to examine how the frequency of bandwidth variations affects the accuracy of the estimation technique, we performed
the same simulations as before, but now with random bandwidth fluctuations occurring every five seconds. These results are
shown in Figure 12 (right). It can be seen that the estimated bandwidth values track even closer now the actual bandwidth on a
network path. That is because the bandwidth changes less frequently now relative to the estimation period, which allowsfor better
and more stable estimates to be performed using the proposedtechnique, as illustrated in Figure 12 (right).

Finally, a useful evidence for the interpretation of the streaming results presented earlier is the source encoding rate of the
Foreman video sequence used in the simulations, which has anaverage value of 82.23 kbps. Even though the minimum overall
bandwidth is 100 kbps, and the average source encoding rate is almost 20 kbps smaller than that, still there are points along the
time axis when the instantaneous source encoding rate exceeds the available network bandwidth (marked with arrows in Figure 13
at Time roughly equal to 8s and 35s on the x-axis). Therefore,packets need to be dropped at these points to compensate for the
insufficient transmission bandwidth, which results in lossin Y-PSNR performance. It is interesting to note that the same situation
occurs when the instantaneous source rate is larger than theestimate of the available network bandwidth (though not necessarily of
its actual value), as evident from Figure 13 at Time equal to roughly 22s. This is exactly where the packet prioritizationperformed
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Fig. 10. Bandwidth and packet loss adaptation of Foreman: (left) ǫF = 5% and (right)ǫF = 10%.
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Fig. 11. Bandwidth and packet loss adaptation of Mother & Daughter: (left)ǫF = 5% and (right)ǫF = 10%.

by the optimized distributed streaming solutions proves tobe advantageous compared to a distortion-agnostic schedulers. Lastly, it
should be pointed out that analogous observations regarding the dynamics of the source rate and the available network bandwidth
were made for the case of streaming Mother & Daughter.

D. Discussion

We have shown that the distributed streaming system based onpacket classification provides performance that is quite com-
petitive with the rate-distortion optimal solution. The suboptimal behavior is due to several design choices, which objectives are
mainly driven by reducing the computational complexity of the optimal streaming solution. In particular, a priori partitioning of
the media packets breaks the dependencies between media units, since each server manages a distinct subset of data units, inde-
pendently of the streaming strategies decided by other servers, on other complementary subsets of data units. Additionally, we
observed in our simulations that the rate-distortion optimal strategy sometimes sends the same packet from different servers in or-
der to increase the probability of on-time arrival at the client of important packets. Such a strategy is excluded from the streaming
policies available inPackClasscheme, due to the partitioning of the media packets into distinct subsets. Finally, another limita-
tion of PackClasstems from the granularity of target rates when classification of the media packet is performed originally (see
Section IV-B). For computational complexity reasons, the granularity cannot be chosen arbitrarily fine, which in turn affects how
efficientPackClascan be when adapting to bandwidth variations. Nonetheless,PackClasproves to be a competitive solution for
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distributed streaming applications thanks to its low computational complexity, ease of deployment due to minimal requirements
on the receiver, and yet efficient rate-distortion performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a system for rate-distortion optimized packetscheduling in distributed video streaming scenarios whereseveral
sources collaborate to serve a media client. The system consists of an optimization framework for scheduling the packettransmis-
sions at the individual senders. Using bandwidth estimatesbased on client feedbacks, the senders can independently, but still in
coordination, decide what the most important packets are totransmit on every network path, for the given bandwidth estimates.
We designed a low-complexity solution that pre-computes optimized packet schedules ahead of time thereby reducing substan-
tially the required online complexity during streaming. This is achieved by employing packet classification, via source pruning,
of the compressed video stream at different data rates. Extensive simulations demonstrate minimal performance loss compared
to the complex rate-distortion optimal solution, as well assignificant performance gains over a conventional distortion-agnostic
system for distributed streaming with comparable online complexity.
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